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Russia and Spain have reportedly agreed to set up a joint cybersecurity group to prevent
diplomatic relations from being damaged by the spread of misinformation.

Spanish ministers said last November that Russian-based groups had used online social
media to heavily promote Catalonia’s independence referendum in an attempt to destabilize
Spain. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has dismissed the allegations as “hysteria.”

Related article: Russian Senator Slams Western ‘Hypocrisy’ Over Catalonia Violence

Lavrov and his Spanish counterpart Josep Borrell said they agreed to establish a joint
cybersecurity group to keep the spread of misinformation from damaging bilateral ties, The
Associated Press reported Tuesday.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-spain-politics-catalonia-russia/russias-lavrov-says-allegations-of-meddling-in-catalonia-hysteria-ifax-idUSKBN1DF1AG
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/05/02/russian-senator-slams-western-hypocrisy-on-police-violence-in-catalonia
https://apnews.com/00061a7eb8814fc38ebef55880c3fd18


“It seemed to me that our Spanish partners are interested in the idea of establishing a
working group on cooperation in ensuring cybersecurity,” Lavrov said following the bilateral
talks in Madrid.

Borrell was quoted as saying that he welcomed Lavrov’s proposal in order to “gauge the
extent of the problem and analyze it to prevent it from becoming a source of friction.”

Lavrov relayed Borrell’s concerns “that some Russian media go beyond their journalistic
mission and are involved in unacceptable interference in domestic electoral processes in other
countries.”

“[W]henever we are suspected of anything we suggest discussing professionally the grounds
for these accusations at the negotiating table,” he said. “We do not want our relations with
Spain, our good friend, to go awry. We want these concerns not to be silenced but to be
presented based on specific facts.”

Last year, U.S. President Donald Trump backtracked on plans to create a cybersecurity unit
with Russia following talks with President Vladimir Putin.

U.S. intelligence agencies have concluded that Kremlin-backed entities meddled in the 2016
presidential election campaign to try to boost Republican candidate Donald Trump, an
accusation Moscow has repeatedly denied. Intelligence officials have said that Moscow
remains a threat to U.S. elections.

Reuters contributed reporting to this article.
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